Race Driver Callum Makes a Car: an early reader tells us a story of a driver who makes his own car. Bookbot books are designed as early readers to strengthen reading practices. Bookbot is a reading app bot-buddy which means children can have their reading corrected independently, great for busy families and for growing in confidence. Written by Charles De Vere, The Race is a short picture book, perfect for pre-schoolers and kindergarteners. The simple language and repetition makes it a nice book for beginner readers. Not only does this book give more technical specifications than you could ever dream of, it also documents the racing and rallying cars that sprang from the original 356. It's quite simply essential reading for any Porsche fanatic. With stunning historic photographs, colour and trim options, range details, engine specifications, chassis numbers, and production figures from the Gmünd cars to the very last production models, the book gives plenty to get stuck into during the lockdown period. Retired from professional stock car racing in 2017, he walked away from his career as a healthy man. Motor Racing in the 70s is a non-pictorial, reference book on global motor racing activities in the 1970s which strives to provide much obscure information, analysis and data on single seater, touring car, GT and sports car circuit racing and hill climbs during the decade.